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Abstract 
MardeE, S., Strong expansions and strong shape theory, Topology and its Applications 38 
(1991) 275-291. 
The notion of strong expansion of a space is introduced and studied. It is shown that one can 
construct the strong shape category SSh using strong ANR-expansions as the basic tool. Since 
these expansions have an intermediate position between ANR-resolutions and ANR-expansions 
in the sense of K. Morita, so does SSh with respect to the homotopy category HTop and the 
usual shape category Sh. The main technical result of the paper asserts that every strong expansion 
is a coherent expansion. 
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The standard procedure to define the shape category Sh of topological spaces is 
based on the notion of an ANR-expansion in the sense 
expansion of a space X consists of an inverse system 
homotopy category HTop (A is a directed set) and of a morphis 
in pro-HTop, which satisfies the two conditions of orita: 
(Ml) For every ANR (for metric s ere 
exist a h E A and a ma 
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For every h E A, ANR P and mappings _&, fi : X, + P such that 
fOPA =fi PA9 (1.2) 
there exists a A’ 2 A such that 
foP**p -f* PM* 
If all the XA’s are ANR’s, one has an ANR-expansion. 
(1.3) 
A similar procedure was used by Lisica and the author in the construction of the 
strong shape category SSh [3,4]. In this case the construction was based on 
ANR-resolutions of spaces (see [S] and [7]). However, it appears that ANR- 
resolutions are too fine a tool for the purpose. In fact, ANR-resolutions (and 
approximate ANR-resolutions) are tools suitable for working in the category Top 
(see C5,W. 
This is why in this paper we introduce and study the notion of a strong expansion. 
We show how one can base the construction of SSh on strong ANR-expansions. 
The key result in this direction is Theorem 4.2, which asserts that strong expansions 
are always coherent expansions. The needed definitions concerning coherency are 
given in Section 4. 
Definition 1.1. Let X = (X,, pAA’, A) be an inverse system in Top and let p = 
( ph ) : X + X be a morphism of pro-Top, i.e., pA : X + XA are mappings such that 
PAh’PA’= PA, ASA’. (1.4) 
p : X + X is a strong expansion of X provided p satisfies (Ml) and the following 
condition: 
(SM2) For every A E A, ANR P, mappings fo, f, : Xh + P and homotopy F : X x I + 
P, such that 
Fo =foPA, F* =fiP*, (1.5) 
there exist a A’ b A and a homotopy H : Xh8 x I + P such that 
Ho =fop*r, HI =f, PM', (1.6) 
H( pA- x 1) =r F(rel(X x al)). (1.7) 
If all X, are ANR’s, p is a strong ANR-expansion. 
Condition (SM2) is a stronger form of ition (M2) because the 
(1.7) has been added. Therefore, if p : X is a strong expansion, 
] = (X,, [ pAA’], A ) is an expansion. 
. MaPPings h, fr : x -+ P define a mapping f: X, x aI + P, given by 
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Therefore, condition ( 1 S) becomes 
F(Xxdl=f(p,xl) 
and condition (1.6) becomes 
(1.9) 
HIXA,xdI=f(pAAexl). (1.10) 
Condition (SM2) can now be illustrated by the following diqram (Dl): 
X,xaI E- XxaI 
.b**- XY x,.xa14*4 
UN f 1 E I E I H 0. xA*xI p x, A’ P:’ F \ XXI 
The following theorem is proved by the author in a separate paper Cd]. 
Every resolution of a space X is a strong expansion of X. 
This theorem combined with Theorem 4.2 gives an alternate and conceptually 
clearer proof of the already known fact that every resolution is a coherent expansion 
[4, II, Section 2, Theorem 31. 
Since ANR-resolutions are strong ANR-expansions and these induce ANR- 
expansions, it also becomes clear why the strong shape category SSh occupies an 
intermediate position between the homotopy category Top and the usual shape 
category Sh. This means that there exist two functors 
S, : HTop + SSh, S, : SSh + Sh, 
whose composition S,S, is the usual shape functor S: 
The author came to the idea of defining strong expansions (Definition I.1) in the 
Autumn of 1988, while studying the Dydak-Nowak paper [I]. Soon afterwards he 
received Gunther’s Ph.D. thesis [2], where the same notion was defined and studied. 
Therefore, there is some overlap between this paper and [2]. 
The following fact is needed in Section 3 and parallels t e analogous result for 
resolutions (see [4, II.1, Theorem 21). 
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roof. We must verify conditions (Ml) and (SM2). 
(Ml) Let P be an ANR and letf: X x Y + P be a mapping. Consider the mapping 
space P y (compact-open topology) and the mapping i: X + P y, given by 
Since P y is an ANR (see [7, I, Section 3.1, Theorem 4]), we can use (M 1) for p 
and conclude that there exist a A E A, a mapping g : X, + P y and a homotopy 
&Xx I+ Py such that 
mx, 0) =S(x>, XEX, (2.2) 
I?(x, l)=&*(x), XEX. (2.3) 
Nowdefine H:XxYxI+Pandg:X,xY+Pbyputting 
H(x, y, t) = k(x, t)(y), (x, t) E X x I, y E y. W) 
gk Y) = (g'(Z))(Y), ZEXA, ye Y. (2.9 
Then (2.2), (2.3) and (2.1) yield 
wx, Y, 0) =fk Y ), XEX, YE Y, (2.6) 
H(x,Y,l)=g(PAxlNx,YL =X, YE y. (2.7) 
This shows that f- g( PA x 1) and establishes (Ml). 
In order to verify (SM2) for p x 1, consider a mapping f: X, x Y x aI + P and a 
homotopy F: X x Y x I + P such that 
FIXX YxdI=f(pAxl). 
Let&X,xaI+Pyand kXxI+P’bemappingsgivenby 
(Sk t))(y)=.f(z,y, t), =X*, YE Y, t-4 
(P(x, t))(y)= F(x,y, t), XEX, yc y, tE I. 
(2.8) 
(2.9 
(2.10) 
Then, by (2.8), 
<s< PA x 1)(x, N(Y) =f (PAW, Y, 0 = mx, t))(y), 
XEX, YE Y, teal. (2.11) 
Therefore, by (SM2) for p, there exists a A’ 2 h and there exist homotopies 
kXAnxI+Py, &XXIXI+P’ suchthat 
H(Z, 0 =$( PA&L 0, ZEX,#, tear, (2.12) 
G(x, f,O)=fi(p*Jx), t), XEX, fE I, (2.13) 
G(x, t, 1) = E(x, t), XEX, td. (2.14) 
ecx, t,s)=G(x, t, 1)=&x, t), XEX9 fEdI, SE (2x5) 
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Then define H:X,#x YxI+P and G:Xx YxIxI+P by 
He, Y, t) = (fik MY), ZEXA’, ye Y, tez, 
Gky, t,s)=(&, O))(Y), =X, YE y, (t,sMxI. 
Now (2.12) and (2.9) yield 
H(Xhpx YxaI=f(p,,8x1x1), 
which is (1.10) for p x 1. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Furthermore, by (2.16), (2.13), (2.4), (2.17), (2.14) and (2.10), we see that 
G(x,y,t,O)=H(p,~(x),y,t), (x,~kXxY, =I, (2.19) 
G(x, Y, t, 1) = F(x, Y, t), (X,Y)EXX y, tE I, (2.20) 
so that G is a homotopy which connects H( pAv x 1 x 1) with F. 
Finally, by (2.17), (2.15) and (2.10), 
ax, Y, 4 s) = F(x, Y, t), (X,Y)EXX Y, tEaI, (2.21) 
which shows that, for t E aI, G(x, y, t, s) does not depend on s. Consequently, G is 
a homotopy rel( X x Y x ar). Cl 
3. sions 
The following lemma is the key tool in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (An denotes the 
standard n-simplex). 
= w*, Phh’, A) be a strong expansion, let 
A,andletf:X,xdA”+P, F:XxA”+Pbemapssuchthat 
FIXxaA”=f(p,xl). 
Then there exist a A ’ >A and a mapping H:XAIxAn+Psuch that 
H IXAvxaAn =f (p&( l), 
H( phi x 1) = F(rel(X x ad”)). 
The following diagram illustrates Lemma 3.1: 
x,xa 
P,Xl 
n-Xxa n 
P be an A 
(3-U 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Note that diagram 
generalizes 
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In order to obtain Lemma 3.1, we will prove a general extension lemma for strong 
expansions. 
We consider morphisms of pro-Top*, i.e., morphisms p = ( pA) : (X, A) + ( 
from a pair of spaces to an inverse system of pairs ( A) = ((K, AA), pAA’, A). Then 
the restrictions q:,** - pAhtlAAt and qA =pAIA defi 
(qAA+A=(A,,q,,r, A). We also have the morphism p : X + 
3.2. Let p : (X, A) + ( ) be a morphism of pro-Top* such that p: X + 
has property (MI) and q : A + A has property (SM2). Moreover, let the inclusions 
i,:A,+X,,AEA, andj:(AxI)v(XxaI)+XxI be cojbrations. Then for every 
mapping f : A, + P, h E A, into an ANR P and for every mapping F: X + P such that 
FIA =fqA, (3.4) 
there exist a h’ 2 A and a mapping H : X,. + P such that 
H(Ah’=fqr\A’r (3.5) 
Hp,O = F(re1 A). (3.6) 
The following diagram illustrates Lemma 3.2: 
(D3) 
_ 
PTX 
roof of Lemma 3.2. By (Ml) for p : X -, X, there is a A”> A and there is a mapping 
H”: X,.+ P such that H”pAl= E Let G: X x I -, P be a homotopy such that 
GO = HttpA.., 6, - F. (3.7) 
Consider the mappings fqAh”, H”i,**: A,..+ P and note that 
(fq&qh” =fqA = Pi, (3.8) 
( H”iApe)qA,t = H”p,,,i, 0.9) 
where i: A + X denotes the inclusion map. Moreover, 
G’=G(ixl):AxI-*P 
is a homotopy such that 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Therefore, by (SM2) for q: A + there is a A’> A” and there is a homotopy 
K:A,,x I+ P such that 
K1 =fq*h"qw =fq*x, 
K(q,ex 1)~ G’(rel(Axd1)). 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Since Ht’pAIlh# : X, ’ + P extends K. and iAe is a cofibration, the homotopy extension 
property yields a homotopy k : X,e x I + P such that 
KIA,.xl=K, (3.16) 
Z&, = H”p, #*A 8. (3.17) 
Now put, 
Clear1 y, 
H(Ah’=I&IAA’= K,=fqAhe, 
which establishes (3.5) 
By (3.15), there is a homotopy L: A x I x Z + P such that 
L(a,s,O)= K(q,$(a),s), aEA, SE I, 
L(a,s,l)=G’(a,s)=G(a,s), aeA, SE& 
L(a,s,t)=L(a,s,O)=K(q,I(a),s), aEA, sEaI. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
We now define a mapping 
by putting 
L”(x, 0, t) = H”p*.(x), XEX, ?EI, (3.23) 
i(a, S, t)= L(a, s, t), aEA, (s,t)~IxI, 
i(x, s, 0) = B( PAW, 4, XEX, SEI, (3.25) 
i(x, s, I)= G(x, s), XEX, sd. (3.26) 
Using (3.22), (3.13), (3.17), (3.7), (3.20), (3.16) and (3.21), it is easy to 
i is a well-defined mapping. We now use the assumption 
ofB=(AxI)t,(XxO)u(Xxl)into =XXIisacofi 
on (YxO)u(BxI), it extends to a mapping i:Yxl+ 
x I x I + P, which satis 
‘” “7) 
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By (3.2% (3.1% (3-W, (3.7), 6% (3.22) and (3.14), we conclude that 
Mob) = Hp,W, x E X, (3.28) 
M,(x) = md, XEX, (3.29) 
M(a, s)= K(q,Ja), l)=fqA(a), ae A, SE I. (3.30) 
By (3.30), M(a, s) does not depend on s. This together with (3.28) and (3.29) 
establishes (3.6) and completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. Cl 
roof of Lemma 3.1. Let p : X + X be a strong expansion and let f: X, x aA” + P 
be a mapping into an ANR P and let F: X x A” + P satisfy (3.1). Consider p x 1: X x 
A”+XxA” andpxl:XxaA” + X x aA” and note that both morphisms are strong 
expansions (Theorem 2.1) and therefore satisfy (Ml) and (SM2) respectively. 
Moreover, the inclusions 
Ixi,:X,xaAn+X,xAn and 
lxj:Xxa(A”xI)+XxA”xI 
are cofibrations (see [ 11, I, (5.2)]). Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.2 taking for 
X,XA,A,AA,pAAv,pA the spaces XxA”, XAxAn, XxaA”,X,xaA” and the map- 
pings pAAe x 1 and p* x 1, respectively. We obtain a A ’ 2 h and a homotopy H : X,. x 
A” + P with all the desired properties. 0 
4. Coherent maps and homotopies 
Following [4], we give now some definitions and results concerning coherent 
maps of inverse systems. 
Let X =(X,, pAA-, n) and Y=(yL,&L”9 M) be two inverse systems in Top. 
For an increasing sequence m = ( pO, . . . , p,,), p. s 9 l l s p,, in M of length n, 
let mj and mJ denote sequences rtlj=(cLo,...,~j,...,I.L,,) and mj= 
(p O,--9, Pj9 Pj9 . . . , pn) of lengths n - 1 and n + 1 respectively. A coherent map 
f: X + Y consists of the following data: 
(i) A function cp, which assigns to every increasing sequence m = ( po, . . . , p,) 
in M an element q(m) E A such that 
P(mj)sp(m), for OSjSn, (4.1) 
(ii) for every m a map fm : Xpfmj x A” + YMl such that 
f,(X, djt) = 
9~~,fnh(pp(mo)O(m)(X), 0, 
I.f 
j = 6, 
*,( P&rI,~&?l~(~~, 0, O<jCn; 
(4.2) 
f~(p~~tTl)cp(m’)(X), ojt) =fm’(& 1)~ Ocj s n; (4.3) 
here iJj:A”-‘+A” and ~j:A”+‘~ ’ are the usual face and degeneracy operators. 
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coherent homotopy connecting coherent maps f, $ : 
F 
is a coherent map 
x I + Y, given by a function @ and by mappings F, : Xafmj x I x A” + YM, 
which in addition to (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) also satisfy 
@bd 2 Q(m), Q’W (4.4 
(4.6) 
Coherent homotopy of coherent maps is an equivalence relation. 
A coherent map is called special provided Q( ~0, . . . , p,,) = Q( pn) and p. G Cc:, 
implies Q( po) s Q( ~6). The identity map 1: given by ~(h~,...,h,j=h,, and 
f --- II = PA&’ l X, +X&), is a special cohe map. Composition is defined only 
fzr special coherent maps (see [4, I, 21). If the index set M is cofinite (every element 
has only a finite number of predecessors), then ev erent 
coherently homotopic to a special coherent map f : IfS’: 
special coherent map, which is coherently homotopic to f, then f and $’ are 
homotopic by a special coherent homotopy. All this makes possible to define 
composition of classes of coherent maps (classes with respect o coherent homotopy) 
and obtain the coherent prohomotopy category CPHTop. 
A morphism of pro-Top p = ( pA ) : X + induces a special coherent map p : X + 
where X is viewed as an inverse system whose index set is a singleton. Therefore, 
QO 090•-, A,) is this only index and pA,, .. . A,, :X x An + XA, is given by 
ho.. . A,, tx, t)=p,,b), XEx (4.7) 
Consequently, if p : X + is a morphism of pro-Top and g: is a special 
coherent map, one also ha he special coherent map gp : X + 
and g,,,, then gp is coherently homotopic to a special coherent map h : X + 
by h,:XxA”+ Ym, where 
h,k 0 = &l( Plbcp,,,(XL 0. (4.8) 
(see [4, II, Lemma 71) 
Essential for the construction of SSh is the notion of a coherent expansion [4, I 
Definition 21. 
efinition A morphism p:X+ of pro-Top is a coherent expansion of X 
provided the following two conditions are satisfied: 
If Y is a cofinite ANR-system a 
exists a special coherent map g 
homotopic. 
is a coherent map, th 
(E2) are special cohere 
that gp and g’p are coherently 
coherently homoto 
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It was proved in [4, II, Theorem 31, that every resolution of a space is a coherent 
expansion. The main result of this paper is the following generalization. 
.2. Every strong expansion of a topological space X is a coherent expansion 
Theorem 4.2 will be proved in Sections 5 and 6. Once this is done, one can proceed 
as in [4, II, 23, to define SSh and the functors S1 : HTop+ SSh and S,: SSh + Sh. 
The objects of SSh are topological spaces. Morphisms F: X + Y are given by 
triples (P, 9, [f I), where P : X + X and 9 : Y + Y are cofinite strong ANR-expansions 
is a class of coherent maps f: X + Y, i.e., [f ] is a morphism of 
CPHTop. The existence of p and 9 is a consequence of the fact that every space 
admits a cofinite ANR-resolution [4, II, Theorem l] and resolutions are strong 
expansions. 
If (Pi 9’, VI) is another triple as above, then, by Theorem 4.2, there exist unique 
isomorphisms of CPHTop [i] : X + X’, [j] : Y + Y’ such that 
Iil[Pl =[p’l, lJ[91= Cs’l, (4.9) 
where p( p’, q, q’) is the special coherent map induced by p( p’, 9,9’). The triples 
(P, 9, [f 1) and (P’v 9’9 VI) are considered equivalent and define the same morphism 
F:X+YofSShif 
[f’l[il = Cil[f I= (4.10) 
5. Strong expansions have property (El) 
In this and the next section we will prove that strong expansions have properties 
(El) and (E2) and are therefore, coherent expansions. We first state a technical 
lemma, which is an immediate consequence of [4, I, Lemmas 7 and 81. 
Lemma 5.1. For a morphism p : X + X of pro-Top, property (El) is equivalent to the 
following property (El)‘: 
(El)’ is a cojnite ANR-system and f: X + is a coherent map, given by maps 
fm: X xA”+ YW,, then there exist a function I.,‘? and maps g, : XJlcm) x A n --) 
YW and 
and also 
G&9 0, 
G:,(x, 13 
there exist homotopies Gm : X x I x A” + Y. such that + and g, 
G, satisfy (4.1)-(4.3). Moreover, 
t)=fm(x* t), XE (5.1) 
t) = g’&$!c”l, (x),t), xrX, tE (5.2) 
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mma 5.2. Every strong expansion :x+ has property ( E 1)‘. 
roof of and fm :X x A” + Ym be as in (El)‘. We will 
define J/(Po, l l . s Pn), gpo.. +,, and GPO.. . p,, 9 by induction on n= 
First let n = 0. If p. E M, by (Ml), there is a $(po) E A and there is a mapping 
&A* ~&(plp YCLO such that fh and &QPlb(,c-), are homotopic. We choose for G, a 
homotopy X x I + Ym, which connects these two mappings, i.e., satisfies (5.1) and 
(5.2). 
Now assume that we have already defined (I/, g and G for sequences of length 
<n, n 2 1, and that they satisfy (5.1), (5.2) and (4.1)-(4.3), whenever the data in 
these formulas are already defined. We must now define #, g and G for an increasing 
sequence m of length n, n > 1. We first assume that this sequence is nondegenerate, 
i.e., contains no repetition. 
Define a mapping G’:XX((OXA”)U(I~~A”))+ Ym by 
G’(x,O, t)=fm(x, t), XEX, tEA”, (5.3) 
G’( X, S, ajt) = qpocr’ G&, s, 0, i =o, 
G,i(X, S, t’ O<jSn, 
wherexEX, sel, TEA”-‘. 
G’ is well defined because, by (5.4), (5.1) and (4.2), 
G’( X, 0, djt) = 
9p,,p,.L&9 0, G j = 0, #I& I), O<jS n, 
=fm C-U, a jt L XE X, tE A”? 
Moreover, by (5.4) and (5.2), for x E X, t E A “-I, 
G’(x, 1, djt) = s,,,,aJ P3rqmoW, 0, j = 0, 
a?#,( PJl(m,dX), 0, O<jCn. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Since (0 x A “) u (I x ad”) is a retract of I x A “, 6’ extends to a mapping G’ : X x 
IxA”+ YM. 
Let G’,:XxA”+ Ym be given by 
G;(x, t) = G’(x, 1, t), XE X, t e A”. (5.7) 
Choose a A E A so that A 2 $( j), 0 c j s n, and define a mapping g' : xaA”+ 
yhj bY 
g’( 2, a,t) = 
i 
qgopl g w (P~(fnoM(Z), f), j = 09 
&I,( PJl(m,MW, t), O<jS n, 
(5.8) 
where ZE X,, tcA”-‘. Using ( 
n - 1, one verifies that g’ is w 
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This enables us to apply Lemma 3.1, where we take for P, f and F the values 
Y*, g’ and Gi respectively. We obtain a A ‘aA and a mapping H:XApxAn+ YM 
satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). We now put e(m) = A’ and g,,, = H. Then, by (3.2), 
gnlk t) = g’( PAl/f(?&), 0, z E xmnh t E aA”= 
This formula and (5.8) show that g,,, satisfies the required relations (4.2) 
Let G”:XXZXA” + Ycln be a homotopy which realizes (3.3). Then 
G”(x, 0,t) = gm(p,,,&x), 0, x E X, t E A”, 
G”(x, 1, t) = G:(x, t), XEX, tEA*, 
G”(x, s, t) = G”(x, 0, t), XEX, tEaA*, SEZ. 
We now define a mapping G : X x [0,2] x A * + Y&, by putting 
G(x, s, t) = G”( x, s, t), XEX, tEA*, OSSS~, 
G(x,s, t)=G”(x,2-s, t), XEX, tEA”, 1~s~2. 
By (X12), G is well defined. Moreover, by (5.3) and (5.1 l), 
G(x, 0, t) =fm(x, 0, XEX, tEA*, 
G(x, 2, t) = gm(p,j,cm,(x), 0, x E X, t E A”. 
Also, 
G(x, S, ajt) = qc(“pi GtJx, s, 0, j = 0, 
Gn,(x, s, 0, O<jSn+l, 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
where XEX, Ods~l, tEA”-‘. 
Now note that, by (5.13), for XE X, t E A”-‘, G(x, s, djt) does not depend on 
s E [ 1,2]. Therefore, if we identify x x [ 1,2] x djt with x x 1 x ajt, for each x E X, 
tEAn-l, wherejE{O,..., 
and a mapping c l 7 
n}, we obtain a quotient mapping q : X x [0,2] x A * + 2 
1. t + Ym such that G = Gq. Clearly, there is a homeomorphism 
~:XXZXA’+Z such that 
h(x,O, t)=q(x,O, t), XEX, tEA*, (5.19) 
h(x,s, t)=q(x,s, t), XEX, SE Z, wad”, (5.20) 
h(x, 1, t)=q(x,2, t), XEX, tEA*. (5.21) 
We now define G,,,:XxZxA”-+ Y,,by 
G, = Gh. (5.22) 
It follows from i5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) that C, has the desired properties (4.2), 
(5.1) and (5.3) Since yoS. . a e - p,,+ 1 was nondegenerate, ( 
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If 111 = (#Lo,. . . , p,) is degenerate, one proceeds as in [4, pp. 387-3901. One takes 
for x(m) any element of A which is a$( j), for OSjS n. 
If j.Li = /ki+l, one PUtS 
gm(G t) = gmi(PG(mi)$(tn)(Z), ci(t)), 2 E X+(m) 9 t E A”, (5.23) 
G~j~,~,t)=G,,(x,S,o,t), x~X, ted”. (5.24) 
The mappings g,,, and G,,,, defined by (5.23) and (5.24), do not depend on the 
choice of i (see [4]). Therefore, they satisfy the degeneracy relations (4.3). They 
also satisfy the face relations (4.2). Finally, 
G,(x, 0, t) = G,, (xv 0, tit) =jii(X, cir) =fm(x, t), (5.25) 
Gm(x, 1, t) = Gmi(x, 1, tit) = gmi(pJI(,,,(X), ait) 
=&l(&~m,,(~), 0. cl (5.26) 
6. Strong expansions have pro 
We need a technical lemma, which is an immediate consequence of [4, I. Lemma 
71. 
mma 6.1. For a morphism p: X + of pro-Top property (E2) is equivalent to the 
following property (E2)‘: 
W)’ be a co$nite ANR-system and let g, g’ : be special coherent maps, 
given by +, g,,, and +V, gk respectively. Let F: X x I + Y be a coherent 
homotopy, given by F, : X x I x A” + YM, such that 
F,(x, 0, 0 = gnl( P*(m)(x), t)* 
F,(x, 1, t) = gk(p+‘(m)(x), t). 
Then there exist a function IV and maps G,,, : xl*(,) x 1 x 
satisfy (4.1)-(4.3) and are such that 
(6.3) 
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(6.4). In order to do this we will also define (by induction on n) homotopies 
Q,,,:XxIxIxA”+ Ym, which satisfy (4.2) and (4.3) and the following conditions: 
QnAx, 0, s, 0 = Lb, as, 0, 
Q,nk 1, s, 0 = Gn(~wn,(x), s, t), 
Q,n(x, r,O, 0 = g,bmn,(~), t), 
QmSx, 7, 1, O=gLdp~~iibA l), 
whetexEX,(qs)EIxI,tEA”. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
We first consider the case when m = (p,,, . . . , pn) is non-degenerate. Choose a 
Aa?P(rnJ, O~jsn. Then define a mapping G’:X,xd(ZxA”)+ Yclo by putting 
G’(z, S, ajt) = 
qjL@,G,( PWm&), s9 t), j = 0, 
Gm,( PW~,&), s, t), O<ja, 
(6.9) 
where xX*,x I,t~d”-‘, 
G’k 0, 0 = snhndd, 0, 2 E X, TV A”, (6.10) 
G’k 1,t) = dn(pwn,rW, t), 2 E x,, 6 E A”= 
G’ is well defined because of (4.2), (6.3) and (6.4). 
We now define a homotopy K : X x I x a( Z x A “) + Yh by putting 
(6.11) 
K(X* 7, S, djt) = 
~p,,p,Qn&, 7, s, 0, j = 0, 
Q& ?; s, 0, OCjS fl, 
where XEX, (r,s)~IxI, ZEA”-‘, 
ux, 7=,0,0 =&AP~(m,(X), 0 XE x, tE A”, 
Wx, ~,l,t) = &(p+w(X), 0, XC X, t E A”. 
K is well defined because of (4.2), (6.7) and (6.8). 
By (6.12), (6.5) and (4.2) for F, we see that 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
K(X,O,S,djt)= F~(x, S,djt), xEX, SE I, Tad”-‘* (6.15) 
Furthermore, by (6.13) and (6.1), 
K(x,O,O,t)=F,(x,O, t), XEX, KA”, 
and by (6.14) and (6.2), 
(6.16) 
K(x,O, 1, t)= F,(x, 1, t), XEX, ted”. 
In other words, the initial stage & of the homotopy K satisfies 
(6.17) 
0 = F~IXxa(lxA”+‘). 
Next we note that, by (6.12), (6.6) and i&C), 
(x9 1, S$ c3,!) = r h(~), s, a,;), 337 
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Furthermore, by (6.13) and (6.10), 
K(x, l,O, t) = G'(p*(x),O, t), XE X, ted”, (6.20) 
and by (6.14) and (6.11), 
K(x,l,l,t)=G’(ph(x),l,t), XEX, ted”. (6.21) 
In other words, the final stage K1 of the homotopy K satisfies 
K1 = G’( ph x 1). (6.22) 
Next note that F, is defined on all of X x 0 x Z x A”. Moreover, X x 
((OxZxA”)u(Zxd(ZxA”))) is a retract of X x (I x Z x A “). Therefore, we can 
extend both F,:XXOXZXA”+ Yh and K:XXZX~(ZXA”)+ Yh to a mapping 
K’:XxZxZxA”+ Ym. Because of (6.22), the final stage L = K i of K’ is a mapping 
L:XxZxA”+ YM, which extends G’( ph x l), i.e., 
LIXxa(ZxA”)=G’(p,xl). (6.23) 
(6.23) enables us to apply Lemma 3.1, where we take for P, f and F the values 
Ym, G’ and L respectively. We obtain a A’ 2 A and a mapping H : Xh- x Z x 
satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). We now put ?P(m) = h’ and G, = H. Then, by (3.2), (6.22) 
and (6.9), 
1 ca CLO~;G~(P~~crn,,yrcrn,(Z), 4 t), j = 0, = 5;,,( P W(m,)Yr(m)(z), % t)9 o<js n, (6.24) 
which is the required formula (4.2). Furthermore, (3.2), (6.10) and (6.11) yield (6.3) 
Now let K”:XXZXZXA~ + Ym be a homotopy which realizes (3.3), i.e., 
K”(x, 0, S, t) = Grn(P~~rn,(X)v sv t), (6.25) 
K”(x,l,s, t)xL(x,s, t), XEX, SEZ, ted”, (6.26) 
K"(x,T,s, t)=K(~,o,s, t), XEX, (s, t)Ea(Zx (6.27) 
We define a homotopy k : X x [0,2] x Z x ’ + YcL, by putting 
it;x, 7, s, t) = K’(x, 7, s, t), OST<l, (6.2%) 
Z?(x, T,S, t)= K”(x,2v,s, t), 1~7-2. (6.29) 
By (6.26), Z? is weii defined. Moreover, 
-tx, 0  s, t) = F,(x, s, 0, (6.30) 
and by, (6.25), 
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R(X, 7, S, djt) = qp,,,Qm@, 7, s, 0, j =o, 
Q,n,(x, 7, s, 0, O<jGn, 
(6.32) 
where XEX, Os~sl, SEZ, tEA”-‘. 
NOW note that by (6.29) and (6.27), Z?(x, 7, s, t), for x E X, (s, t) E a( Z x A”), does 
not depend on T E [ 1,2]. Therefore, we can identify x x [ 1,2] x s x t with x x 1 x s x t, 
and obtain a quotient mapping 9 : X x [0,2] x Z x A” + 2 and a mapping K* : 2 + 
Yh, such that Z? = K*q. Clearly, there is a homeomorphism h : X x Z x Z x A” + 2 
such that 
h(x,O,s, t)=q(x,O,s, t), XEX,SE I, tEA*, (6.33) 
h(x, l,s, t)=q(x,2,s, t), XEX, SE I, ted”, (6.34) 
h(x, 7, s, 0 = 4(x, 7, s, 0, XEX, 7~ I, (s, t)Ea(ZxA”). (6.35) 
WenowdefineQ,,,:XxZxZxA”+Y~by 
Qm = K*h. (6.36) 
It follows from (6.32), (6.30), (6.31), (6.13) and (6.14), that Q,,, has all the desired 
properties (4.2), (6.5)-( 6.8). Since m was nondegenerate, (4.3) does not apply. 
Ifm=(pO,... , p,,) is degenerate, we proceed as in [4, p. 3971. We take for F(m), 
any value in A, which exceeds ‘Z”(mj), for j E (0,. . . , n}, e(m) and $'(m). Let 
&{O,...,n- 1) be such that pi = pi+l. Then we put 
G,ix, 4 0 = G,,(~w~~,Pw&), S, ui( t)), 
XE &W, SEZ, tEA*, (6.37) 
Qm(-~,7,s,t)=Q~,(x,7,S,~it), xEX, TEZ, SEZ, tEA”. (6.38) 
Both mappings do not depend on the choice of i, and therefore satisfy (4.3). All 
other requirements are also fulfilled. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2 and 
thus also the proof of Theorem 4.1. •I 
VI 
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